
Make your next event a true success by choosing Nelson Cabral, 
the world-class creativity speaker, creative leadership expert, 
and award-winning senior executive in the creative industries.



Meet Nelson Cabral
Creative Leadership & Creativity Expert

Nelson is driven by a passion for creativity  — and results.  
A successful and award-winning Business Leader and 
Senior Executive in the creative industries of advertising, 
marketing, design and entertainment for over 20 years, 
Nelson understands the challenges of maximizing  
the flow of creativity and innovation in individuals,  
teams and organizations. Nelson believes creativity  
is the new primary driver of success. 

Having spent the better part of his career leading creative teams 
and inspiring breakthrough creative thinking, he now works with 
business and senior executives to design, implement and hone their 
employees and teams to unearth higher levels of creativity. Whether 
helping a leader design an inspired culture of creativity or working 
with a team to improve their productivity, Nelson’s results have 
attracted clients such as TBWA\Chiat Day, The Lowe Group, SABIAN 
Cymbals, Latin Percussion, Hudson Creative Agency, NB Power, and 
Hemmings House Pictures.

Nelson is also a Creative Director, Filmmaker, Brand Innovator 
and Workshop Facilitator, having provided breakthrough Creative 
Leadership on global Fortune 500 brands such as adidas, Kellogg’s, 
GE, Bridgestone/Firestone, Proctor & Gamble, and Toshiba.

A natural performer with strong stage presence, Nelson has been 
called highly creative and imaginative, but strategic and business-
minded. Time and time again, clients who work with Nelson  
note his passion and commitment, and his personable, dynamic  
and no-nonsense approach to inspiring greater creativity  
and innovation at employee and organizational levels.  
Always with an eye to results, Nelson has become renowned  
for his use of imaginative and time-tested concepts and  
practices to increase creativity and innovation.

Nelson has been professionally speaking since 1989,  
is distinguished as a certified member of the Canadian  
Association of Professional Speakers (CAPS) and Canada’s  
professional performers union, ACTRA, and is a member of  
the Global Speakers Federation (GSF). Progress Magazine  
has named Nelson and his creative marketing firm CABRAL  
Creative a “Fastest Growing Company”, having recently  
landed #2 on the ONES TO WATCH list, with 1227% growth.

“I admit the honor of hosting 
Mr. Cabral at our offices in Warsaw, 
where he enraptured the creative 

staff with his winning formula 
for unlocking the hidden creative 

treasures within.”
John Van Kannel, 

CEO/Managing Director, The Lowe Group 
(Lowe GGK, PanMedia Western, GGK PR)

To see Nelson in action, 
visit nelsoncabral.ca/video

To discuss how Nelson Cabral can make your next event  
a success, contact CABRAL Performance Group  
at (506) 536-7004, nelson@nelsoncabral.ca, 
or visit us at nelsoncabral.ca



Nelson Cabral delivers a range of training services  
for creative leaders to ramp up their own creativity 
and tap into more creative excellence in their teams 
and organization. Nelson’s training provides a frame-
work for deploying creativity to drive productivity 
and efficiency and drive growth and innovation. 
Each is based on Nelson's proven creative leadership 
and creativity strategies with specific design and 
delivery to meet your needs.

Custom Team Training
Based on an assessment of your team and its objectives, 
comprehensive training development and delivery with 
accountability and follow-up for the greatest return on 
training investment.

The Creative Leader  
Training Program
For individual senior executives looking for an on-going 
program delivering cutting edge strategies for inspiring 
greater creativity and innovation at employee and  
organizational levels to capture and leverage the  
creative potential in their organization.

Creative Leadership  
& Creativity Training
Training Services for Senior Executives,  
high potentials, team leaders and managers 
who want to lead and inspire teams  
to higher levels of creativity.

To discuss how Nelson Cabral can make your next event  
a success, contact CABRAL Performance Group  
at (506) 536-7004, nelson@nelsoncabral.ca, 
or visit us at nelsoncabral.ca



Speaking Programs: 
Inspiring Creativity & Innovation
Inspire With Content-Rich Programs

The Creative Storm: Unleashing Your Organization’s Creativity  
To Drive Maximum Team And Organizational Success
Nelson reveals the three keys to maximizing an organization’s creative potential: 
leadership, culture, and personal creativity. 

The Creative Storm – The Leader’s Role: Be A Stormin’ Norman!
Learn how to manage, inspire and organize more collaborative, creative, and successful teams —  
and be an effective creative leader.

The Creative Storm – Personal Creativity: Become A Storm Trooper!
Nelson shows participants how to discover their own creative spark, ramp up their own creativity,  
and produce a bigger catch of valuable ideas.

The Creative Storm – The Creative Culture: Keep The Storm Raging!
Nelson shares proven practices to help you build, maintain, and nurture a creative culture. 

“Nelson delivered the most engaging 
and impactful presentation 

that our company has ever had!”
Greg Hemmings

CEO/Executive Producer
Hemmings House Pictures

Through  CABRAL’s CREATIVE STORM series, you will learn the pillars of effective creative leadership and  
how to generate, inspire, and unleash ideas consistently and effectively. These speaking programs will  
help you and your team blow away the barriers that impede creativity and establish practices for leading  
creative excellence, being prolific, improving productivity, and driving growth and innovation. Nelson’s  
simple and effective approach to inspiring creativity and creative leadership has attracted clients such  
as TBWA\Chiat Day, The Lowe Group, SABIAN Cymbals, Latin Percussion, Hudson Creative Agency,  
NB Power, and Hemmings House Pictures.

CREATIVE STORM programs available from Nelson:

To discuss how Nelson Cabral can make your next event  
a success, contact CABRAL Performance Group  
at (506) 536-7004, nelson@nelsoncabral.ca, 
or visit us at nelsoncabral.ca



The Beat Of Your Brand – Finding Your Meaningful  
Sustainable Differentiation
As the creative director, brand innovator, and driving force behind some of the music industry’s greatest 
product brands, Nelson will show you what it takes to build and sustain a successful brand.

Mastering The Urban Concept – How To Commercial Creativity 
Using examples from his own work as an award-winning advertising copywriter, creative director and brand strategist, 
and breakthrough ads from the world at large, Nelson will show you how strategic creativity can attract and move 
people, and build business. 

Showtime Pitching – Presentations That Win
As a professional Pitch Coach, having won new business and 100K+ clients for companies around the world, Nelson 
shares his five secret techniques for corporate presentation success. You will discover the importance of “the show”  
in delivering a winning presentation.

Directing Drummers – The Power Of Inspiration
As a TV and documentary film director, Nelson shares his global experiences directing the world’s best drummers.  
Featuring behind the scenes stories and videos, Nelson reveals how inspiration, on set, in business, and in life,  
is the key to greater success.

Speaking Programs: 
Commercial Creativity
Educate With Practical, Cutting Edge Insight

“Our senior team always returned  
from Nelson’s workshops enlightened  

    and reinvigorated to make our business,    
          culture and brands even better.”

                             Jim Rockwell
                 Director of Marketing, Latin Percussion

Nelson is known for talks delivered with high-energy delivery, expertise and eloquence, and expertly 
tailoring his speaking engagements to meet the individual needs of his clients. This unique approach 
ensures that audiences will be engaged and more open to learning techniques and strategies that 
will translate into greater and more meaningful outcomes.

Example programs available from Nelson are listed below.

To discuss how Nelson Cabral can make your next event  
a success, contact CABRAL Performance Group  
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Leaders of companies powered by creativity face the challenge 
of managing, inspiring, and organizing their teams and  
business daily to deliver and produce creative excellence. 
Often, there is no time or opportunity to step back, get  
perspective and explore new strategies to inspiring  
and ramping up creativity. And without feedback,  
reinforcement and accountability, moving forward  
to become a better creative leader can be challenging.

That’s why Nelson created The Creative Leader  
Coaching Program. For senior executives, high  
potentials, managers and team leaders in  
companies powered by creativity, Nelson  
provides strategic and tactical feedback  
on how to address your greatest business  
challenges and nurture the important links  
between leadership, creativity, and innovation.

Nelson not only can provide detailed feedback 
that can be immediately implemented, he provides 
accountability for you to get it done. This way, step 
by step, you can make the changes to jumpstart your 
creativity and your teams to drive meaningful and  
immediate results.

Through one-on-one calls and a variety of supplemental 
resources, Nelson can guide you through the issues  
of the day.

Creative Leader Coaching 
Be Accountable for Results by Nelson as Your Personal Advisor

Nelson becomes your sounding board for day-to-day challenges. 
He will help you make the right choices, faster.

“Nelson’s workshops with our senior executives 
    were challenging, motivating and inspiring. 
    Our senior team always returned from them 
        enlightened and reinvigorated to make 
      our business, culture and brands even better.”
     Jim Rockwell
     Director of Marketing, Latin Percussion

To discuss how Nelson Cabral can customize a package  
to meet your needs, contact CABRAL Performance Group  
at (506) 536-7004, nelson@nelsoncabral.ca, 
or visit us at nelsoncabral.ca



Creative
Leadership
Speaker

To discuss how Nelson Cabral can customize a package  
to meet your needs, contact CABRAL Performance Group  
at (506) 536-7004, nelson@nelsoncabral.ca, 
or visit us at nelsoncabral.ca

Improve your creativity 
and increase your success! 

Read Nelson’s newest book.



Nelson’s Clients Agree: 
He Inspires Immediate and Lasting Change.

“Nelson delivered the most engaging and interactive presentation 
        that our company has ever had. Nelson’s deep knowledge about his subject, 
  and his ability to present in a highly engaging and impactful way inspired my team.”
  Greg Hemmings
  CEO/Executive Producer, Hemmings House Pictures

    “Nelson’s drive to help us succeed could be felt in every presentation he made. 
              His creative leadership and inspiration has resulted in the most innovative 
                                         and successful campaigns in our company’s history.”
      Stacey Montgomery-Clark
      VP of Marketing, SABIAN Cymbals Ltd.

  “Nelson’s annual multi-day workshops, held every year, were challenging, 
                       motivating and inspiring. Loved his “Roxercises”. 
         Our senior team always returned from them enlightened and reinvigorated 
                                 to make our business, culture and brands even better.”
     Jim Rockwell
     Director of Marketing, Latin Percussion

      “Nelson has the uncanny ability to walk into any room, bring people together 
                                      and inspire them to create truly amazing work.”
        Miguel LeBlanc
        Senior Art Director, Hudson Creative Agency

“The entire audience was extremely impressed with Nelson’s keynote presentation.  
                His high quality of delivery and passionate and enthusiastic style 
                                  kept us entertained while imparting high quality insights.”
     Karen Robinson
     Executive Director, CBDC

         “We’ve had many creative meetings and workshops led by Nelson. 
               We looked forward to these meetings because they were creative 
            and different each time and always resulted in new ideas we’d develop 
                                                                         into our creative strategy and brands.” 
               Heidi Schaeffer
               Creative Director, Kaman Music Corporation

Previous 
clients 
include:
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